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Abstract: Low back pain (LBP) is a major public health problem and the leading disabling 

musculoskeletal disorder globally. A number of biomechanical methods using kinematic, kinetic 

and/or neuromuscular approaches have been used to study LBP. In this narrative review, we 

report recent developments in two biomechanical methods: estimation of lower back loads and 

large-array surface electromyography (LA-SEMG) and the findings associated with LBP. The 

ability to estimate lower back loads is very important for the prevention and the management 

of work-related low back injuries based on the mechanical loading model as one category of 

LBP classification. The methods used for estimation of lower back loads vary from simple rigid 

link-segment models to sophisticated, optimization-based finite element models. In general, 

reviewed reports of differences in mechanical loads experienced in lower back tissues between 

patients with LBP and asymptomatic individuals are not consistent. Such lack of consistency 

is primarily due to differences in activities under which lower back mechanical loads were 

investigated as well as heterogeneity of patient populations. The ability to examine trunk neuro-

muscular behavior is particularly relevant to the motor control model, another category of LBP 

classification. LA-SEMG not only is noninvasive but also provides spatial resolution within 

and across muscle groups. Studies using LA-SEMG showed that healthy individuals exhibit 

highly organized, symmetric back muscle activity patterns, suggesting an orderly recruitment 

of muscle fibers. In contrast, back muscle activity patterns in LBP patients are asymmetric or 

multifocal, suggesting lack of orderly muscle recruitment. LA-SEMG was also shown capable 

of capturing unique back muscle response to manual therapy. In conclusion, estimation of low 

back load and LA-SEMG techniques demonstrated promising potentials for understanding LBP 

and treatment effects. Future studies are warranted to fully establish clinical validity of these 

two biomechanical methods.
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Introduction
Despite extensive efforts, low back pain (LBP) persists as a major public health problem 

and the leading disabling musculoskeletal disorder globally.1–4 A recent survey on US 

health care spending from 1996 to 2013 ranked low back and neck pain as the third 

costliest disorder at $87.6 billion per year, following only diabetes ($101.4 billion) and 

ischemic heart diseases ($88.1 billion).5 In addition, the indirect costs associated with 

LBP, including loss of employment and household productivity, have been estimated to 

be up to eight times the direct health care spending in the USA.6 It is noteworthy that 
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while most LBP episodes resolve spontaneously or with some 

form of treatment in a few weeks, a subgroup of patients ends 

up developing chronic LBP;7,8 a condition, however, accounts 

for most of the LBP-related suffering and costs.9–15 In an 

analysis of 202,588 insurance claims in the USA, compared to 

the matched non-chronic LBP patients, chronic LBP patients 

demonstrated greater comorbidities (e.g., musculoskeletal, 

neuropathic, and psychological conditions), greater pain 

medication usage, greater medical resource utilization, and 

greater direct medical costs.9 In European countries, it was 

found that chronic LBP was responsible for up to 90% of 

all expenses.16,17

Historically, a number of models for the diagnosis and 

classification of LBP and associated assessment methods 

have been proposed.18 Particularly relevant to the topic of 

this review, the mechanical loading model is based on the 

evidence that mechanical risk factors, such as awkward pos-

ture, high loading manual tasks, and exposure to vibration 

and specific sporting activities, can lead to high spinal load 

and are usually reported to be associated with the initial low 

back injury, recurrence of LBP, and eventual development 

to chronic LBP.19 Also relevant is the motor control model 

that deals with LBP-related impairment in neuromuscular 

control. It is believed that movement and motor control 

impairments occur secondary to the presence of pain (e.g., 

adaptive or protective trunk neuromuscular behavior in 

response to LBP).20–22 Psychological factors such as stress, 

fear, and anxiety are also known to disrupt motor behavior.23 

It is noteworthy that these two models are interconnected as 

pain-related maladaptation in movement, and motor control 

impairments may lead to abnormal loads in the lower back 

tissues, which in turn provokes pain.18,24,25 Such vicious cycle 

may be broken if targeted interventions, including exercise, 

manual therapy, and/or ergonomic design, can be adminis-

tered to correct the altered trunk neuromuscular behavior 

(vice versa, to reduce spinal load and/or pain), subsequently 

leads to reduction in loads experienced in the lower back 

tissue and ultimately ameliorate pain (vice versa, recovery 

in trunk neuromuscular behavior).

The ability of biomechanical methods in capturing 

altered movement and trunk neuromuscular behavior in 

LBP patients is well documented. Kinematic methods, such 

as postural sway, lumbar range of motion, and lumbopelvic 

rhythm, in studying LBP have been systematically reviewed 

recently by Laird et al.26 In addition, Gombatto et al27 sys-

tematically reviewed lumbar kinematic characteristics in 

LBP patients during walking. Electromyography (EMG)-

based methods, such as surface EMG (SEMG), in studying 

altered trunk  neuromuscular behavior in LBP patients have 

been thoroughly examined by van Dieën et al22 and Geisser 

et al.28 The findings in EMG have led to the new theory of 

secondary, pain-related trunk neuromuscular adaptation over 

the original belief of primary neuromuscular impairment 

in LBP patients.21–23 In addition, Ghamkhar and Kahlaee29 

systematically reviewed activation pattern of trunk muscles 

in LBP patients during walking. Kinetic methods have also 

been applied to study LBP, although are not as popular as 

kinematic and EMG methods. It is noteworthy that some 

pathological conditions, particularly those associated with 

the spinal structures, may also lead to abnormal load in spinal 

tissues and pain. These conditions include, but not limited to, 

degenerated disk and facets, herniated disk, spondylolisthe-

sis, spinal stenosis, and tumor. Both standard and advanced 

medical imaging techniques are available for diagnosing 

these conditions and a better classification of LBP.30

In this narrative review, we report recent developments in 

applying kinetic methods to estimate lower back loads in LBP 

patients and asymptomatic individuals when performing a 

variety of physical tasks. In addition, we report a novel EMG 

technique using a large array of surface sensors (large-array 

surface electromyography [LA-SEMG]) and its application 

in obtaining valuable spatial information of back muscle 

activity patterns in LBP patients.

Kinetic methods in estimating lower 
back loads
There is extensive evidence suggesting that mechanical load-

ing in the human lower back can directly or indirectly irritate 

pain-sensitive nerve endings in the lower back tissues and cause 

LBP.19,31,32 Therefore, over the past several decades, study of 

mechanical loads in the human lower back has been the focus 

of many research efforts that were aimed at understanding the 

underlying mechanism(s) linking exposure to LBP risk fac-

tors and LBP occurrence and recurrence. Mechanical loads 

experienced in the lower back tissues are directly affected by 

spinal equilibrium and stability (SEAS). Spinal equilibrium is 

a delicate balance between the physical demands of an activ-

ity and the active and passive responses of lower back tissues 

attached to the spine. Spinal stability, however, is the capacity 

of lower back tissues to regulate and sustain spine equilibrium 

within an optimal range that provides the spine both its rigid-

ity and flexibility under diverse conditions. Mechanical loads 

experienced in lower back tissues, as shown in Figure 1, are the 

result of the active and passive mechanical responses of lower 

back tissues to physical demand to assure SEAS. More specifi-

cally, active (motor or sensory) tissue responses to  physical 
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demands of activity, which contribute to SEAS, determine 

the behavioral methods used (e.g., lumbar posture and trunk 

motion during walking). Resultant postures and motions of the 

lower back, in turn, determine the passive tissue contributions 

(due to deformation) to SEAS.

Two general mechanisms involving lower back mechanics 

have been mainly investigated in search of potential pathways 

linking exposure to LBP risk factors to LBP.33,34 These two 

mechanisms include tissue failure or nerve irritation due 

to 1) an instantaneous experience of excessive mechanical 

loads in the lower back tissues that exceed threshold of tissue 

failure or nerve excitation or 2) cumulative increase in loads 

experienced in the lower back tissues as a result of time-

dependent change in active (e.g., muscle fatigue) and passive 

(e.g., creep deformation) behaviors of lower back tissues such 

that exceed a decreasing threshold of tissue failure (e.g., due 

to accumulation of microdamage) or nerve excitation. While 

there is evidence in support of association between both 

cumulative35–37 and peak instantaneous37,38 loads in the lower 

back tissues and occurrence of LBP, it is not clear if these 

two pathways may have also a role in the progression of an 

acute LBP condition to chronic/recurrent LBP or in linking 

LBP treatments with LBP recovery. As a first step toward 

answering such a research gap, we have reviewed reports of 

differences in lower back loads between patients with LBP 

(both acute and chronic) and asymptomatic individuals when 

performing a variety of physical tasks.

To evaluate how the presence of LBP influences loads 

in the lower back during lifting tasks, Marras et al39 per-

formed a study wherein lower back loads were evaluated 

in 22 patients with LBP (both acute and chronic) and 22 

asymptomatic controls when they completed two tasks. 

The investigators used an EMG-assisted model to evaluate 

lower back loads by estimating the net moment, compres-

sion and shear forces at the L5/S1 level of the spine. In this 

method, the mechanical demand of task at the L5/S1 level 

(i.e., net external moment) that should be balanced internally 

by lower back tissues is calculated first. Such mechanical 

demand is then used along with measured activity of select 

trunk muscles to estimate balancing forces provided by 10 

muscles crossing the L5/S1 level. Under a restrained lifting 

task, designed to impose a similar trunk-flexed posture, net 

moment at the L5/S1 level was found to be larger (~12 Nm 

in average) in patients compared to controls. To account for 

differences in participants’ body weight, compression and 

lateral shear force at the L5/S1 level were normalized to 

the net moment before comparison between groups. Such 

normalized compression and lateral shear force at the L5/

S1 level were also found to be, respectively, 26% and 75% 

higher in patients. The observed differences in spinal loads 

under restrained lifting tasks were suggested to be primarily 

due to differences in muscle contribution to SEAS, which 

involved more coactivation in patients. Similar differences 

(18 Nm in average) in net moment were found under a free 

lifting task between patients and controls, but no differences 

in normalized compression and shear forces were found 

between the groups. The authors suggested that spinal loads 

were decreased by patients using a kinematics compensation 

strategy when performing the free lifting tasks.

To verify if patients with chronic LBP would use a lift-

ing strategy that decreases lower back loads, Larivière et al40 

evaluated lower back loads in 15 patients with chronic LBP 

and 18 controls when they performed both symmetric and 

asymmetric lifting and lowering of a 12 kg box. Rigid link-

segment models of whole body were used to estimate three-

dimensional net external moments at the L5/S1 level using 

both bottom-up (i.e., starting calculation from the ground 

and ending at the L5/S1 level) and top-down (i.e., starting 

calculation from the hands and ending at the L5/S1 level) 

approaches. The investigators used a polynomial function 

of the L5/S1 moment to estimate the compression force at 

the L5/S1 level. No differences in moment and compression 

at the L5/S1 level were observed between the two groups.

To further explore how presence of LBP influences loads 

in the lower back, Marras et al41 reported another study 

Figure 1 A simplified mechanical pathway linking exposure to LBP risk factors with 
the development of LBP.
Notes: Arrows indicate mechanical (solid line), information (thin broken line), 
and other types of interactions (thick broken line). Blue and red colors represent 
external and internal variables, respectively.
Abbreviations: LBP, low back pain; CNS, central nervous system.
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that in addition to symmetric lifting involved asymmetric 

lifting exertion. The study involved 62 patients with mean 

(SD) duration of 10.2 months (13.6 months) of LBP and 61 

asymptomatic controls. Participants performed several lifting 

tasks that were different in terms of distance to subject (near 

versus far), height of lifting origin (knee, waist, and shoulder 

heights), asymmetry (0°, 45°, and 90° clockwise and 45° and 

90° counter clockwise, all with respect to the sagittal plane), 

and load (4.5, 6.8, 9.1, and 11.4 kg). Using their EMG-

assisted model, the investigators estimated compression and 

shear forces at the L5/S1 level. Larger compression and shear 

forces were found in patients versus controls. Furthermore, 

lower back loads were found to depend on lifting origin and 

to a lesser extent on the magnitude of the lifted load. The 

authors suggested that subjective perception of the need for 

spinal stability might have driven higher coactivation of 

trunk muscles in patients that resulted in larger compression 

and shear forces. It should, however, be noted that patients 

in this study were in average ~14 kg heavier than controls 

and reported results were not normalized to account for the 

effects of body weight.

Motivated by scarcity of information related to lower 

back loads in patients with LBP, Shum et al42,43 conducted a 

couple of studies to investigate lower back loads in patients 

with LBP when they performed trunk forward bending and 

backward return as well as sit-to-stand and stand-to-sit activi-

ties. They studied 40 patients with acute LBP (<12 weeks 

duration) and 20 asymptomatic controls. Among patients 

with LBP, 20 of them had a positive sign of straight leg 

raise. Three-dimensional net moments at the L5/S1 level 

were calculated as the measure of lower back loads. This 

was done using a rigid body link-segment model of human 

body from feet to the L5/S1 level. For trunk forward bend-

ing and backward return, the net moment at the L5/S1 level 

was smaller in patients at the end range of trunk forward 

bending but was larger at smaller bending angles (i.e., 15°, 

30°, and 45°). Such differences in net moment at the L5/S1 

level between patients and asymptomatic individuals were 

found to be more pronounced in patients with a positive sign 

of single raise leg. For sit-to-stand and stand-to-sit activities, 

the net moment at the L5/S1 level was smaller in the main 

plane of movement (the sagittal plane) but larger in frontal 

and transverse planes among patients with LBP compared 

to asymptomatic controls.

Differences in lower back loads between patients with 

LBP and control have also been reported for unstable sitting 

conditions. Freddolini et al44 used a two-dimensional (2D; 

planar) model of a seated person to calculate the net moment 

at the L5/S1 level when participants hold a seated posture that 

was unstable only in the sagittal plane. The study included 31 

asymptomatic individuals and 23 patients with LBP (dura-

tion >6 weeks). No difference was found in the net moment 

at the L5/S1 level between patients and controls. In another 

study, Shahvarpour et al45 investigated the loads in the lower 

back under a three dimensionally unstable seated posture to 

investigate the safety of using a wobble chair in exercises and 

rehabilitation therapies. The investigators used a kinematics-

driven finite element model (FEM) of the human spine to 

calculate the trunk muscular response to physical demand 

of the simulated activity and then to estimate the resultant 

compression and shear forces acting at each intervertebral 

disk between the T12 and the S1 spinal levels. Six patients 

with chronic LBP and six asymptomatic controls tried to 

hold a balanced seated posture on a wobble chair for 60 s. No 

differences in spinal loads were found between the groups. 

Peak compression and anteroposterior and mediolateral 

shear forces were respectively 1473°N, 691°N, and 153°N 

in controls and 1720°N, 687°N, and 208°N in patients with 

chronic LBP. It should be noted, however, that the approach 

used in the study of Shahvarpour et al did not account for 

antagonistic co-contraction of trunk muscles, which as sug-

gested by the investigators could have increased the estimated 

spinal loads, especially in patients with chronic LBP.

We have recently conducted a study to investigate dif-

ferences in mechanical demand of lowering and lifting a 

light load (i.e., 4.5 kg) in the sagittal plane on the lower 

back between a group of 19 females with acute LBP and 

a control group of 19 asymptomatic females.46 Rigid link-

segment models of the human body from the feet to the L5/S1 

level were used to estimate mechanical demand of the task. 

Mechanical demand of the task included the net moment, 

axial and shearing components of the reaction force at the 

L5/S1 level. No differences in the peak net moment at the 

L5/S1 level were found between the patients and controls; 

however, the L5/S1 shearing (40–50 years age group) and 

axial forces at the time of peak net moment were, respectively, 

larger and smaller in patients vs. controls.

In addition, we have conducted a study investigating 

spinal load in LBP patients who received manual therapy.47 

Specifically, 82 patients with chronic LBP received 12 ses-

sions of thrust spinal manipulation over 6 weeks. Spinal 

load was estimated using an inverse kinetic method devel-

oped by Triano and Schultz.48 Among three clinicians who 

delivered the treatment, we found significant differences in 

lumbar reactive force and moment in patients among the 

three doctors.49
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Although it has not been yet implemented to assess 

low back load during physical tasks, it is our opinion that 

 optimization-based FEM (e.g., optimized with kinematic, 

EMG, and/or force-plate data) is a well-suited approach 

for such a purpose. Availability of powerful computational 

resources and advances in image-based geometrically and 

materially personalized FEM50,51 offers a unique research plat-

form for study of lower back load in patients with LBP, par-

ticularly when patients have pathological conditions known to 

affect low back load. For example, Tsouknidas et al52 applied 

FEM to simulate healthy and osteoporotic lumbosacral spine 

and found that osteoporosis led to increased facet joint load 

and even more pronounced with coexistence of degenerated 

disk. Currently, there is no report considering comorbidity 

when analyzing low back load in patients with LBP. This 

gap should be filled in future studies with assistance of FEM.

In summary, among the studies reviewed, three involved 

patients with acute LBP,42,43,46 three involved patients with 

chronic LBP,40,45,47 and three included a mix of patients with 

acute and chronic LBP.39,41,44 The limited number of studies 

in each patient group makes it difficult to draw any conclu-

sion related to the potential role of lower back mechanical 

loads in deterioration and/or amelioration of an existing 

episode of LBP. Therefore, although the role of lower back 

loads in occurrence of LBP is strongly supported in the 

current literature, more studies should be conducted in 

future to help address whether lower back loads also play a 

role in deterioration and/or amelioration of an existing epi-

sode of LBP. In general, reviewed reports of differences in 

mechanical loads experienced in lower back tissues between 

patients with LBP and asymptomatic individuals are not 

consistent. This could in part be due to differences in activi-

ties under which lower back loads were estimated. In our 

recent works, we have observed that patients significantly 

changed their trunk kinematics when performing a lowering 

and lifting task as compared to a free-style trunk forward 

bending and backward return.53,54 Specifically, patients vs. 

controls adopted a much smaller thorax range of rotation 

in the lowering and lifting task (i.e., 75.2 vs. 85.4) than in 

free-style forward bending (104.6 vs. 99.1). The reduction 

in the peak thoracic rotation in patients was achieved by a 

reduction in the lumbar contribution to the thoracic rotation 

from 43° to 32.6° (~24% reduction), while the reduction in 

the lumbar contribution to the thoracic rotation in the control 

group was from 55.7° to 51.4° (~8% reduction). Smaller 

thorax rotation imposes less gravitational demand on the 

L5/S1 net moment, whereas smaller lumbar flexion reduces 

passive contribution of lower back tissues in offsetting the  

L5/S1 net moment (i.e., increasing the demand on the active 

muscle contribution).

Large-array surface 
electromyography
EMG, including needle/fine-wire EMG (NEMG/FWEMG) 

and SEMG techniques, has been used extensively to study 

LBP. While capable of producing muscle-specific and even 

motor-specific signals, the NEMG/FWEMG approach is 

invasive and painful to use. On the other hand, the SEMG 

approach is noninvasive, but suffers from low spatial resolu-

tion. To combine the benefits of these two EMG approaches, 

a novel approach utilizing LA-SEMG was prototyped by 

Prutchi55 in 1995. The author illustrated both the theoretical 

foundation and the hardware of the system in the work. Addi-

tionally, the author tested the system on the biceps muscle 

during hand lifting, showing promising results for both basic 

science and clinical applications. Similar to the conventional 

EMG approaches, techniques to decompose LA-SEMG 

signals to individual motor unit signals have been made avail-

able.56 The latest development in LA-SEMG includes the use 

of a stretchable sensor pad that may significantly expand the 

application scenarios of the technique.57,58

The utilization of LA-SEMG to study LBP was reported 

shortly after the work of Prutchi55 in 1995. In 2003, Finneran 

et al59 applied LA-SEMG to determine if the spatial pattern 

of back muscle activity in LBP patients differed from healthy 

controls. Particularly, a 9×7 (63)-channel LA-SEMG system 

(62 electrodes plus one common ground located at the center 

of the pad) measuring 25 cm tall by 19 cm wide was attached 

to the low back region bilaterally. Two-dimensional muscle 

activity scans (root mean square [RMS] value of the voltage 

over 1 s) were taken during three tasks, including upright stand-

ing, trunk forward flexion in 20°, and standing while holding 

a 3-pound dumbbell in each hand. Two reviewers, blinded to 

group status, qualitatively described the visual characteristics 

of each scan. The study team recruited 13 participants with 

acute LBP, 25 participants with chronic LBP, and 163 pain-

free controls. Additionally, participants with acute LBP were 

followed up for up to 6 weeks. In the pain-free population, 

>90% participants demonstrated balanced regional muscle 

activity patterns (nominally identified as diamond, Vee, and 

columnar) symmetrically over both sides of the spine. In addi-

tion, higher muscle activity was observed in muscles located 

closer to the spinal column and from L3 to S1. In contrast, 

participants with acute LBP demonstrated increased muscle 

activity asymmetrically on the painful side, or multifocal, also 

with higher RMS values on the painful side. Participants with 
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chronic LBP showed asymmetrical and/or multifocal patterns 

of muscle activity similar to participants with acute LBP. In 

addition, participants with LBP appeared to use different 

muscle groups than the controls by relying more on muscles 

more laterally located from the spine. Among the three par-

ticipants reporting full recovery during the 6-week follow-up 

period, the scan returned to normal (e.g., symmetric). Of 10 

participants not improved, eight continued to have abnormal 

scans at 6-week follow-up, while two showed a normal pattern. 

The authors were unable to follow the chronic population over 

time. Overall, the study findings demonstrated the ability of 

LA-SEMG to distinguish muscle activity patterns between 

LBP and pain-free populations.

To further validate the LA-SEMG system used in the 

study by Finneran et al,59 Reger et al60 examined back muscle 

activity in 44 participants with acute LBP and 164 healthy 

controls with the emphasis to develop a classification method 

for differentiating LA-SEMG scan obtained from the two 

groups. The algorithm of the classification model was based 

on a quadratic discriminant function using demographics, 

self-reported categorization of health, and LA-SEMG scan. 

After establishing the model, it was applied to calculate the 

posterior probability of membership (acute LBP or healthy) 

for each participant using Bayes’ theorem. The same minimal 

low back stress tasks used in the study by Finneran et al59 

were performed in this study to obtain LA-SEMG scans. The 

results indicated LA-SEMG scans obtained during flexion to 

be most promising in terms of classifying participants into 

acute LBP or healthy group. Particularly, the model using 

the flexion data correctly reclassified 95.5% (42/44) of the 

acute LBP participants and 99.4% (160/161) of the healthy 

participants. The model using the weight holding data and the 

upright standing data produced good results for classifying 

healthy participants, but had difficulties classifying partici-

pants with acute LBP, especially with the upright standing 

data. It is likely that the lower muscle activity in these two 

tasks contributed to the reduced classification accuracy in 

participants with acute LBP. Overall, the findings from the 

study supported the clinical validity of the proposed clas-

sification methodology based on LA-SEMG.

Hu et al61 proposed a more advanced, dynamic LA-SEMG 

topology method (a series of scans during a dynamic task) 

to examine muscle activity patterns in participants with 

chronic LBP and the effects of rehabilitation. In all, 20 

healthy participants and 15 chronic LBP participants were 

recruited in the study. A 7×3 LA-SEMG system (16 active 

electrodes, three reference electrodes, and two ground elec-

trodes) was attached bilaterally over the low back muscles 

from L2 to L5, and scans were obtained when participants 

were performing lumbar flexion–extension for up to 30° in 

flexion before returning to the upright stand posture. Par-

ticipants with chronic LBP further underwent 12 weeks of 

physical therapy, and their posttreatment LA-SEMG scans 

were obtained. To visualize dynamic changes in LA-SEMG, 

the RMS values of voltage signals at each active electrode 

were calculated as a function of both position and time. A 

linear cubic spline interpolation was then applied to create a 

2D topographic image from the 16 active electrodes at each 

time point (a frame of scan). In addition to qualitative visual 

inspection of the scans, four quantitative parameters, includ-

ing relative area (RA), relative width (RW), relative height 

(RH), and width-to-height ratio (W/H), were used to measure 

topographic features. Visual inspection of the scans obtained 

from healthy controls (18/20) typically demonstrated a sym-

metric pattern throughout the flexion–extension motion with 

a high activity concentrated in the middle and lower regions. 

In contrast, LBP participants demonstrated a broader and 

more disorganized, or an asymmetric, distribution of high 

activity than controls. Posttreatment LA-SEMG scans from 

LBP participants showed recovery in the activity pattern 

toward normal. Quantitative analysis demonstrated signifi-

cant differences in RA and W/H between the two groups. 

Treatment led to recovery in RA and W/H toward normal 

values. No difference in RW and RH was observed between 

groups or pre–post treatment.

Other forms of physical tasks and LA-SEMG scan pat-

tern recognition techniques have been used to distinguish 

between LBP and healthy populations. Abboud et al62 applied 

dispersion analyses to characterize trunk motor variability 

from LA-SEMG scans obtained in patients with chronic LBP 

and healthy controls who underwent a modified Sørensen 

endurance test. Particularly, activity of right and left erector 

spinae was recorded using two 64-electrode LA-SEMG pads 

centered at L3. The center of gravity of 0.5 s-RMS values 

on each scan was determined using dispersion analyses. The 

modified Sørensen test consisted of isometric back extension 

at 30% of maximum voluntary contraction until exhaustion. 

The endurance time of the fatigue task was divided into six 

equal segments. The traveling of the center of gravity dur-

ing each segment was used to quantify global migration of 

muscular activity (i.e., trunk motor variability). The authors 

found that trunk motor variability was higher in healthy con-

trols than that in participants with LBP. Additionally, trunk 

motor variability increased with the development of muscle 

fatigue in participants with LBP, but with a lower increase 

on the left side when compared to healthy controls.
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LA-SEMG can also be useful to examine the effects of 

passive physical stimulation, such as manual therapy, on 

LBP. Pagé et al63 applied simulated spinal manipulation of 

four different levels of force on 26 participants with chronic 

LBP and 25 gender-matched healthy controls. The simulated 

spinal manipulation was delivered using a programmable 

indenter instrument over the L3 spinous process. Back muscle 

response was recorded bilaterally at L3 using two 8 × 8 (64) 

electrode LA-SEMG pads. The RMS value was computed for 

each electrode during the thrust phase of spinal manipulation 

(0–50 ms time window and 50–100 ms time window). The 

authors found a dose–response relationship between force 

and neuromuscular response. In addition, a higher stimula-

tion force led to an early initiation of muscle response during 

the “0–50 ms time window” and was maintained through 

the “50–100 ms time window”. Further spatial analysis 

results revealed that the neuromuscular response amplitude 

decreased as the distance from the thrust point increased in 

a concentric pattern.

In summary, among the five studies reviewed, two 

involved patients with acute LBP,59,60 four involved patients 

with chronic LBP,59,61–63 and two involved treatment with one 

on patients with acute LBP and one on patients with chronic 

LBP.59,63 Although most findings are semiquantitative or 

qualitative, these studies clearly demonstrated the capabil-

ity of LA-SEMG in providing spatial information of back 

muscle activity patterns in LBP patients. Most importantly, 

these study results revealed that healthy individuals exhibit 

highly organized, symmetric back muscle activity patterns 

with maximum activity closer to the spine and from S1 to L3. 

Such an orderly recruitment from muscle fibers located closer 

to the spine and at the lower lumbar levels and then muscle 

fibers away from the spine and at upper levels indicates an 

optimized spine stabilization strategy in response to increased 

spinal load and demand for stability at lower lumbar levels. 

In contrast, back muscle activity patterns in LBP patients 

are asymmetric or multifocal, suggesting the lack of orderly 

muscle recruitment and less optimized stabilization strategy. 

In addition, LA-SEMG was also shown capable of captur-

ing acute back muscle response to manual therapy, as well 

as cumulative effects on muscle recruitment patterns over a 

period of treatment. Therefore, even with limited evidence, 

LA-SEMG demonstrates promising potential in studying LBP 

and treatment effects. Future studies are warranted to fully 

establish clinical validity of LA-SEMG.
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